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Fermi-edge singularities in x-ray spectra of strongly correlated fermions
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~Received 19 August 1999!

We discuss the problem of x-ray absorption in aD-dimensional system of interacting fermions and, in
particular, those features in the x-ray spectra that can be used to discriminate between conventional Fermi
liquids and ‘‘strange metals.’’ We find that the x-ray Fermi edge singularities can still be present, although
modified, even if the density of states vanishes at the Fermi energy, and that, in general, the relationship
between the two appears to be quite subtle.
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Since its foundation in the late 1950s, the theory of Fe
liquids has come a long way exploring the limits of its ow
applicability. However, the quest for possible departu
from conventional Fermi-liquid behavior still remains one
the mainstreams of modern condensed-matter theory.

It is well known that Fermi liquids can be more eas
destroyed in low dimensions. As a common example, in
spatial dimension~1D! the Fermi-liquid theory utterly fails
even for a seemingly innocuous arbitrary weak short-ra
repulsion. The corresponding non-Fermi-liquid~NFL! metal-
lic state is characterized by power-law decaying correlat
functions and is referred to as the Luttinger liquid~LL !
which can be thought of as a marginal deformation of
Fermi liquid.

It is generally believed that in higher (D.1) spatial di-
mensions a NFL behavior can stem from sufficiently lon
ranged and/or retarded~‘‘singular’’ ! interactions. However
the necessary criteria remain unknown, which leaves ro
for a NFL regime to occur even as a result of nonsingu
~e.g., screened! repulsive interactions.

In theory, a NFL behavior is commonly expected to ma
fest itself in single electron spectroscopy and, in particu
in angular resolved photoemission at low energies of in
dent photons. However, even for such a widely recogni
candidate for a ‘‘strange metal’’ as the normal state of
high Tc cuprates, direct deduction of any ultimate eviden
of the NFL behavior~e.g., electron self-energy! from the
photoemission data has proven to be a tedious task.1

In the present paper, we discuss a different kind of feat
that has already been extensively studied in a variety of c
ventional metals: the Fermi-edge singularities~FES! in high-
energy x-ray absorption. First predicted theoretically
weakly interacting ~Fermi-liquid-like! metals back in
1967,2,3 the FES became one of the hallmarks of many-bo
Fermi systems. However, the effect of interactions in
conduction band on the FES has not drawn much attent
except for the case of the 1D LL’s studied by a number
authors.4,5

In retrospect, the FES provided the first example o
much more generic phenomenon of the ‘‘orthogonality
tastrophe’’~OC!. The latter implies that in the presence of
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~3!/1658~4!/$15.00
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sudden perturbation the ground states of an infinite Fe
system before and after the perturbation was switched
appear to be strictly orthogonal to each other.

In the problem of the x-ray-induced photoemission suc
steplike time-dependent perturbationV(t)5VQ(t) corre-
sponds to the attractive potential of a deep core level strip
off its electron by an incident x-ray photon. Following th
instantaneous shakeup, the initial ground stateu0& of the
Fermi system tends to readjust and evolves into the final
uV& by virtue of creating coherent multiple particle-ho
pairs. These bosonic excitations dominate in the act
Soc(t) describing the process of relaxation of the initi
ground state and lead to the suppression of the tim
dependent overlap between the two ground states:^0uV&
; exp@2Soc(t)# at timest→`.

Being closely related to the Green function of a localiz
core hole described by the operatord(t),3 the overlap factor
controls the shape of the photoemission peak correspon
to the absorption of hard x-ray photons that knock core e
trons out of the system

P~v!}ImE
0

`

dteivt^Td~ t !d†~0!&. ~1!

Here v is the photon energy measured from the thresh
equal to the sum of the binding energy of the core level a
the exit work function for the runaway electron.

In the standard Fermi-liquid case the actionSoc(t) di-
verges logarithmically, which gives rise to the asymmetri
power-law singularity of the absorption peak2,3

P~v!}Q~v!uvu2112 ( ld l
2/p2

~2!

that would have been absent in an insulating state wher
zero temperature the peak remains sharp:P(v)}d(v).

The partial phase shiftd l in Eq. ~2! is equal to the produc
of one of the angular momentum harmonics of the Fou
transformed core hole potential:*drV(r )ei r (k2k8)5( lYl(V̂
2V̂8)Vl(kF) ~throughout this paper we include all the ang
lar momentum quantum numbers into the definition of ‘‘l ’’ !
and the density of states~DOS! in the conduction band
n(v)51/p*dk Im G(k,v) taken at the Fermi energynF
5n (v50):
1658 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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tand l52VlnF . ~3!

At first sight, Eq.~3! seems to imply that DOS must rema
finite for the divergence~2! to occur. In order to find a pos
sible caveat in this seemingly unavoidable conclusion,
consider the simplest, short-range isotropic, core-hole po
tial V(r )5Vd(r ) and, following the original work by No-
zieres and De Dominicis,6 introduce a transient Green func
tion G(t,t8uV) which allows the OC action to be cast in th
form Soc(t)5*0

VdV8*0
t dt8G(t,t8uV8).

For free fermions this Green function obeys the equat

G~ t,t8uV!5G~0,t2t8!1VE
0

t

dt9G~ t,t9uV!G~0,t92t8!,

~4!

which relates it to the time dependence of the propag
G(r ,t) of the conduction-band fermions in the absence of
core hole potential.

The above, naive, conclusion would then imply that ev
with the interaction effects taken into account, the lo
value of the propagatorG(0,t) would have to retain its
Fermi-liquid-like }1/t behavior, the exponent in the powe
law divergence~2! being determined by the correspondin
prefactor.

However, this condition would be much too stringent, b
cause Eq.~4! appears to be missing important vertex corre
tions that describe the effect of the electron interactions
the coupling to the core hole potentialV(r ).

In the extensively studied case of the 1D LL, for examp
crucial relevance of the vertex corrections can be seen f
the fact that although the faster-than-1/t decay of the fermion
propagatorG(0,t)}t2(21g1g21)/4, whereg is the Luttinger
parameter (0,g,1 for short-range repulsive interactions!,
does imply a vanishing DOS, the FES retain their algebr
behavior with theg-dependent exponents.4

In the 1D case of purely forward scattering off the co
hole potential, one can relate the robustness of the FES to
fact that the density of particle-hole pairs with small m
menta given by the integral of the density correlation fun
tion x(v,q) maintains its noninteracting functional form
*0

Q!kFIm x(v,q)dq}v.4

This property is due to the known asymptotically exa
cancellation between the self-energy and vertex interac
corrections to the density correlation function at small m
menta. In order to account for both types of corrections
previous studies4 resorted to the standard method of 1
bosonization.

Inspired by the success of 1D bosonization, there has b
a strong recent effort toward extending this method to hig
dimensions.7,8 In what follows we employ the ‘‘tomogra
phic’’ version of this technique~see Ref. 7!, which is capable
of yielding asymptotically exact results provided that ferm
ons undergo predominantly forward scattering due to the
teractions in the conduction band and the core-hole poten

Under these conditions the Lagrangian of the problem
be expressed solely in terms of the bosonic partial dens
rV̂

s (r ,t) associated with different points on the Fermi surfa

parametrized by the unit vectorV̂. These degrees of freedom
obey the infinite algebra
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~r ,t !,rV̂8
s8 ~r 8,t !#5Kss8d~V̂2V̂8!~¹V̂!d~r2r 8!. ~5!

Noncommutativity of the density operators at the same po
of the Fermi surface can be interpreted as the ‘‘chi
anomaly’’ which reflects, in compliance with the Luttinge
theorem, conservation of the total number of states enclo
by the nominal Fermi surface in the presence of interacti
between fermions.

In the case of sufficiently weak spin-independent inter
tions theK matrix reduces to the unitKss85dss8 . By intro-
ducing theK matrix into the theory one can incorpora
strong correlations between fermions of opposite spins wh
modify the very kinematics of the system and cannot
treated as regular quadratic Landau-type terms in the ef
tive Lagrangian.

Although the conduction-band fermionscs(r ,t) couple to
the forward-scattering core hole potential only via the cha
density operator*dr(scs

†(r )V(r )cs(r )'V(V̂(srV̂
s , we

keep the spin degrees of freedom as well, thereby leav
open the possibility of incorporating the above-mention
exclusion principle-type spin-dependent correlations in
conduction band. Then the relevant part of the Lagrang
reads as

L5(
V̂

E dqrV̂
s

~q!Kss8
21

~q!
i ] t2vFV̂q

V̂q
rV̂

s8~2q!

2
1

2 (
V̂,V̂8

E dqrV̂
s

~q!FV̂,V̂8~q!rV̂8
s

~2q!

1d†~ i ] t2Ed!d2~Vd†d2EF!(
V̂

E dqrV̂
s

~q!, ~6!

where we introduced a generalized~momentum and/or
frequency-dependent! Landau functionFV̂,V̂8(q) to describe
the spin-independent~‘‘residual’’ ! part of the forward scat-
tering between the conduction-band fermions.

The quantity of primary physical interest is the x-ra
absorption/emission intensity in the processes of elec
transfer from the core level to the conduction band and v
versa

I ~v!}ImE
0

`

dtei (v1EF2Ed)tD~ t !,

D~ t2t8!5^Td~ t !cs~0,t !cs
†~0,t8!d†~ t8!&. ~7!

The amplitude~7! can be conveniently expressed as a Gau
ian average that has to be taken with respect to the Lagr
ian ~6!

D~ t !}K expF i(
V̂

E dqE dv„JV̂~ t,v,q!fV̂
s

~2q!

1V j~ t,v!rV̂
s

~2q!…G L , ~8!

where the source densities

JV̂~ t,v,q!5
12eivt

v2vFV̂q
, j ~ t,v!5

12eivt

v
~9!
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represent a conduction-band fermion and an immobile c
hole, respectively, whilefV̂

s (q) is an auxiliary Hubbard-

Stratonovich variable conjugate torV̂
s (q).

In order to perform the averaging explicitly one first h
to compute the kernel of the angular decomposition for

density correlatorx(v,q)5(V̂,V̂8(ss8xV̂,V̂8
ss8 (v,q). In prac-

tice, this amounts to inverting the operator

xV̂,V̂8
21

~v,q!5d~V̂2V̂8!K
v2vF~V̂q!

~V̂q!
21FV̂,V̂8~q!.

~10!

Having carried out the Gaussian functional averaging
arrives at the resultD(t)} exp@2S(t)# where the total
bosonic actionS(t) consists of the three different contribu
tions that can be identified with, respectively, the time d
pendence of the local conduction-band propagatorG(0,t)
which is directly related to DOS:

Sdos~ t !5E dv~12 cosvt !ImE dq
xV̂,V̂~v,q!

vF
2~qV̂!2

, ~11!

the ‘‘excitonic’’ term due to the interaction between the co
duction band and the core hole in the final state:

Sex~ t !5VE dv
12 cosvt

v
Im(

V̂8
E dq

xV̂,V̂8~v,q!

vF~qV̂!
~12!

and the OC termper se:

Soc~ t !5V2E dv
12 cosvt

v2 Im (
V̂,V̂8

E dqxV̂,V̂8~v,q!.

~13!

We first comment on the use of Eqs.~11!–~13! in the free
limit where one is supposed to recover the known results
Refs. 2 and 3 by simply putting the Landau function equa
zero.

Although for a sufficiently weak attractive core hole p
tential (0,d l!1) we do reproduce the expected results
Sdos5 log t andSex5(2VnF /p)log t, the expression forSoc
turns out to be formally divergent. This nonphysical dive
gence is solely due to our assumption of a strictly forwa
scattering off the core-hole, for in this extreme limit all th
angular harmonics of the core-hole potential become eq
Vl5V, and therefore the sum

(
V̂

V25(
l

Vl
2 ~14!

diverges. As a result, the vanishing OC factor exp(2Soc) in
I (v) outpowers any divergence that may result from the
citonic DOS enhancement at the location of the core h
and, as a result, all the FES are gone.

However, for any realistic core-hole potentialV(r ) the
sum ~14! is finite, and the overall energy dependence of
x-ray absorption near the threshold assumes its clas

form: I (v)}Q(v)uvu@22d0 /p12( ld l
2/p2#.2,3

It is worthwhile mentioning that the opposite case of
isotropic core hole potential (d l50 for all lÞ0) allows one
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to construct an alternate bosonization scheme, thanks to
effectively 1D character of the radial motion of nonintera
ing fermions in thes-wave orbital channel.9

Turning now to the applications of the above formalis
we first consider the limit of an exclusively ‘‘intra
tomograph’’ spin-independent interaction that can on
couple fermions with the same direction of the momen
K51 andFV̂V̂8(q)}d(V̂2V̂8). A straightforward analysis
shows that, similarly to the chiral 1D case, the only effect
such an interaction is a multiplicative renormalization of t
Fermi velocityvF and, accordingly, the phase shifts:d l that
determine the, otherwise unaltered, FES exponents.

Therefore, in order for a quasi-1D LL-like behavior t
occur inD.1-dimensions, the spin-independent fermion
teraction must couple each tomographV̂ to its antipodal one
at 2V̂: FV̂V̂8(q)}d(V̂2V̂8)1d(V̂1V̂8).

In this situation the effective Luttinger parameter appe
to be given by the ratiog5vF /c between the Fermi velocity
and the speed of zero sound that can be read off from
low-q limit of the density correlator: x(v,q)
5(V̂(V̂q)2/@v22c2(V̂q)2#.

Then, in a close analogy with the situation in the 1D L
coupling between the opposite points on the Fermi surf
gives rise to, both, vanishing DOS@n(v);uvu(g11/g22)/4#
and modified, yet nonzero, FES exponents

P~v!}uvu2112g3( ld l
2/p2

,

I ~v!}n~v!uvu22gd0 /p12g3( ld l
2/p2

, ~15!

where the phase shiftsd l are given by Eq.~3! with a finitenF
corresponding to the noninteracting caseg51.

As follows from Eqs.~15!, repulsive interactions weake
the OC exponent via the reduced compressibility, there
enhancing the overlap̂0uV& between the initial and the fina
ground states.

An effective 1D LL-like behavior was conjectured in th
very beginning of the highTc saga on the basis of suc
suggestive experimental findings about the normal state
the highTc cuprates as the anomalous power-law decay
the optical conductivity s(v)}v2112a with a50.15
60.05, the }1/T2 temperature dependence of the low
frequency limit of the magnetic susceptibility at momentu
q5(p,p), the }v21/2 tail of the electron spectral function
Im G(k,v), the linear c-axis tunneling density of state
dI/dV;V, and others.10

Thus far, traditional perturbative analyses did not prov
supporting evidence that the above quasi-1D regime m
indeed occur in a low-density weakly interacting system
fermions with a spherical Fermi surface. Nonetheless,
can expect the situation to be different in paramagnetic
tice systems close to half filling where the Hubbard-like n
double-occupancy constraint gives rise to the off-diago
matrix elementsKs,2s5f/p in Eq. ~5! which are propor-
tional to the on-shell phase shift2p/2<f<0 for a pair of
fermions with opposite spins.7

Indeed, even in the absence of any coupling between
ferent tomographs the modified commutation relations~5!
alone give rise to the anticipated spin-charge separation
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change the OC exponent that enters bothP(v) and I (v)
from 2( ld l

2/p2 to @112f/p1A11(2f/p)2#( ld l
2/p2

while leaving DOS unaltered.
In principle, the asymmetrical profile of the photoem

sion peakP(v) can be measured in absorption of hard x ra
that knock core electrons out of the system, whereas mea
ing I (v) requires soft x rays that can only promote co
electrons up to the conduction band. In practice, howe
for the exponents in question to be reliably deduced from
real x-ray spectrum, all the absorption lines and thresho
must be sufficiently sharp and well separated from one
other.

Furthermore, if the core-hole potential can be appro
mated by the first two orbital harmonics,V(V̂2V̂8)'V0

1V1Y1(V̂2V̂8), then by measuring the two exponents
Eqs.~15! and invoking the Friedel sum rule (2( ld l5p) one
might be able to extract the numerical values of both
relevant phase shiftsd0,1 and the Luttinger parameterg that
serves as a measure of the strength of the LL-like corr
tions in the conduction band.

Yet another evidence in favor of the above quasi-1D
havior would be the presence of the FES in the x-ray spe
even if the core hole has a finite, as opposed to infinite, m
Such an observation would be in a marked contrast with
situation in theD.1 Fermi liquids, where the hole recoil i
known to reduce the number of density excitations, ther
smearing the FES out.11

Therefore, one indirect manifestation of the ‘‘tomogr
phic’’ picture of fermion scattering would be an observati
of the FES in valence-band photoemission which create
mobile hole in the valence band.12

The above results are valid as long as the core-hole
tential can be considered as a predominantly forward s
terer, and the bosonized theory~6! remains Gaussian. For
.
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realistic core-hole potential, however, the non-forwa
scattering contribution is likely to become increasingly mo
and more important atv→0.

Indeed, in the framework of the conventional cluster e
pansion that does not rely on any bosonic representation,
~13! appears to be merely the first significant (k52) term in
the infinite seriesSoc5(kSoc

(k) , whereSoc
(k)}Vk is given by a

convolution of thek21 functionsx(v,q).
In analogy with the 1D backscattering problem where E

~13! yields Soc
(k)}t2(12g)(k21),5 it is conceivable that the re

summation of the formally divergent series may result
Soc} log t, and therefore at the lowest energies a univer
algebraic behavior would set in, which then would be co
trolled by a universal~independent of the strength of a g
neric non-forward-scattering core-hole potential! exponent.

However, regardless of whether or not this regime co
be washed out by the photoemission line broadening,
universal exponents themselves cannot provide much ins
into the nature of electron correlations in the conduct
band.

To summarize, in this paper we considered the problem
x-ray absorption in the presence of interactions in the c
duction band. By restricting our attention to the case of
forward-scattering core-hole potential we were able to inc
porate the fermion interactions in the framework of the
mographic bosonization approach. We found that a van
ing single-particle DOS does not necessarily preclude
existence of the FES in the x-ray spectra, which then offer
independent way of probing the many-body correlations
strongly interacting Fermi systems.
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